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‘Our projects live from the dedication
of our employees, who put their heart
and soul into them. They should come
to the fore.’

With autumn here, we are looking back on the past financial year.
It is a time of abundance and a time to take stock. To extend the
metaphor: in the spring we prepared the ground and saw a new
awakening, and the summer was marked by renewed activity and
a confluence of energy. Now it is time to bring in the harvest,
invest in new seed and thus lay the foundation for growth and
future yields.

Jürgen Schwarze, CFO

WHAT DEVELOPMENTS ARE
ESPECIALLY NOTEWORTHY?

Jürgen Schwarze

Jean-Christophe Bretxa: Who could have
imagined back in February 2020, at the
beginning of the Covid-19 pandemic in
Europe, how heavily it would impact and
change the way we work? Yet in the end
we didn’t just cope with the crisis. Rather,
together – and successfully – we also
made the leap into a new, hybrid world
that intelligently combines physical and
digital components. And beyond that, we
even set new company standards in matters of the workplace and organisation.

Jean-Christophe Bretxa: I’m also very
happy that it’s possible again to come
together and communicate with each
other face to face. That opens up worlds
to us that we should take greater advantage of.

Jürgen Schwarze: Our new working models and Be7 have definitely brought a
new dynamic into our work structures. I’m
at the office 4 days a week, and because
of the flexible workplace booking system,
I meet different colleagues every day.
Our new office promotes interaction
between colleagues and therefore more
exchange. That’s a step in the right
direction.

But it’s also important to allow flexibility.
That signals our trust in our employees.
Trust creates connection. And by the
way, this also enables us to bring our
Guiding Principles to life in our everyday work.

Innovation processes require teamwork
and communication not just in digital,
but also in analogue space. Personal
collaboration is indispensable for a
constructive work culture.

Jean-Christophe Bretxa
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WHAT ARE THE RESULTS OF THIS FINANCIAL YEAR THAT
WE _ METRO PROPERTIES _ CAN BE PROUD OF?
Jean-Christophe Bretxa: HoReCa and retail are
open for business again, the customers are back.
For months, our centre teams in Germany, Turkey
and Poland have shown immense agility and acted
with great confidence in a completely destabilised
environment with new regulations every week.
We’re now on the verge of new departures and
new growth, so we look forward to a year’s end
that holds great promise for the future.
We’ve supported METRO in acquisitions such as
Davigel in Spain and AGM in Austria. In the area of
transactions as well, we’ve been successful in the
past financial year despite the heavy travel restrictions, and we’ve contributed to the group results.
Not least, our national and international projects
are picking up pace.

Jürgen Schwarze: Our projects are certainly the
beating heart of METRO PROPERTIES. They are our
essence and the face that defines how we are seen.
We now recognise much more clearly that the projects are also a stage on which our employees can
show themselves and demonstrate their expertise.
It’s all about assuming responsibility, taking initiative and in turn motivating others to step to the
fore as well – in short, about serving as a role model.
I see a lot of potential in that area still waiting to
be developed.

Portrait illustrations: Julian Rentzsch, www.julianrentzsch.de
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SPEAKING OF PROMISING TERRAIN, A NEW
MIXED-USE URBAN QUARTER IS TAKING SHAPE
AT THE METRO CAMPUS.
Jürgen Schwarze: With the conclusion
of the urban design competition, we now
have a clear idea of how the immediate
surroundings of the METRO Campus
could look in the future. In the next
planning step, it’s up to us to move the
most exciting part of the urban development concept forward: the design of the
METRO Campus site. This will involve the
cross-group elaboration of visionary,
future-oriented ideas. The METRO Campus
certainly offers plenty of space for visions
of the future and those who will shape
it. We’re right in the midst of it and can
follow at close hand as an attractive
working and living environment takes
shape for our colleagues as well as our
neighbours. Our Be7 office is just the
right place – to be close to the action
and to jointly develop ideas. I’m hoping
it will have the productive and creative
spirit of a think tank.

Jean-Christophe Bretxa: The METRO
Campus is definitely a beacon project.
But in this challenging financial year,
we’ve also launched promising projects
at the international level. These projects,
including in Turkey, India, the Netherlands and Poland, are making progress.
Our team from Warsaw has the opportunity to reconceive a very promising
site and generate synergy effects that
will have added value for METRO. Here,
we can show our broad competencies in
implementing multi-use concepts – and
contribute valuable experience from
other successfully developed sites. We’ll
surely find out more about that soon.
Another ambitious project is the divestment in Japan. Our transaction team as
well as the experts from project development are playing a leading part in it.

‘Our new premises and our culture
underscore our Guiding Principles
and contribute to the transformation
of METRO and the Campus, and to
our future growth.’
Jean-Christophe Bretxa, CEO
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Here’s an engaging
MPULSE article on
regional production:
‘Tastes like home ’.

Every city
needs a
Friedensplätzchen

A weekly market for every district
Weekly markets and market halls have
enjoyed a renaissance in recent years.
More and more consumers are paying attention to a healthy diet and
placing value on regional products.
Shopping at a weekly market fulfils
these needs. In addition, the market
has become a place for people to
meet and socialise. They meet friends
here, make new acquaintances and
talk and share with one another. As
early as the Middle Ages, markets
took on an important social significance for these reasons, especially
since there weren’t yet any newspapers for the dissemination of information. It has been proven that weekly
markets considerably raise the experiential value of the areas in which
they are located and the quality of
time spent there.
The WE MOVE team immediately feels
integrated, comes into conversation
with sellers and customers and learns
quite a bit about the history of the
Rhenish Farmers’ Market in Unterbilk.

We’re at Friedensplätzchen, a square in the Unterbilk
borough of Düsseldorf, on a Friday morning. Our master of
creative recipes, Karl, and the WE MOVE team have a date
to shop for vegetables for an autumn stew. The market is
beginning to fill up: it’s still the hour of the purposeful
shoppers. A woman with a cargo bike has just dropped her
kids off at school and is running her weekend shopping
errands on her way home. She buys organically produced
cheese, butter and bread from the stand of the Straetmanshof, a farm in the Lower Rhine region. She raves about the
variety of cheeses on offer: ‘This has nothing to do with
the packaged stuff from the supermarket. Try the excellent
fenugreek cheese,’ she urges us. ‘I buy it here every week.’
Laughing, the seller calls out to us, ‘I can vouch for that.’
Here at Friedensplätzchen, people know each other.

Image credits: Celine Al-Mosawi, www.celinealmosawi.de
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It’s a true grassroots project, brought
into being by a residents’ initiative in
the Friedensplätzchen neighbourhood and Agenda 21. Right from the
start, importance was placed on regional and seasonal goods: all of the
products come from within a radius
of 80 kilometres. This ensures that
transport routes remain short, seasons are more consciously experienced and jobs are preserved in the region – a thoroughly effective contribution to environmental protection.
The market’s success validates the
regional marketing strategy and makes the case against the globalisation
of food production.
Here, I’m a human being
As the morning goes on, the hubbub
on Friedensplätzchen steadily increases. It is a vibrant mix of young and
old. Children chase pigeons and
romp through the colourful autumn

leaves that have fallen from the stately
trees. The atmosphere recalls that of
a lively street festival. No matter who
we talk to, we’re told that going to
the Friday market is a welcome ritual
that rings in the weekend.
And it strikes us that many people
talk about ‘our Friedensplätzchen’.
This reminds us of the interview with
Dr Cordelia Polinna in the last issue
of WE MOVE. The urban planner
recommends that, for their own resilience, all cities foster such places –
places where people who normally
have nothing to do with one another
come into contact with each other
and thus learn to understand the interests and needs of others.
You don’t have to go far for variety
We meet Monika Hüskes, the wife of
the market spokesman, at her flower
stand. She places high priority on environmentally sound cultivation. For
example, she does without the use of
insecticides. Her offerings of freshly
cut flowers and potted plants change
with the seasons. Coming ‘from the
small town’ of Tönisvorst, she enjoys
observing how the urban residents
use the weekly market as a meeting
place. This brings a bit of country life
into the supposedly anonymous city.
All of the products come from the vicinity of Düsseldorf: smoked pork
sausages from the small family company in Sonsbeck, seasonal vegetables

from the Stiegelhof farm in Brüggen,
fresh trout from Engelskirchen,
apples in large wooden crates from
the fruit farm in St Tönis and much
more.
The market invites one to stroll and
linger. Again and again, our nostrils
fill with the scent of freshly grilled
meat. At around noon, having collected enough impressions and inspiration, the WE MOVE team sits down
on one of the 2 benches at the stand
of the Grütersaap estate. The lamb
sausages taste just as they smelled
on the grill: delectable. We close our
morning at the market by deciding to
pay the charming Friedensplätzchen
a second visit – perhaps as early as
the following Friday.
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We are ready to begin. Ideas and concepts are
now called for that anticipate the future and
provide answers as to how we can design urban
space to do justice to the needs of people from
very different backgrounds. We are setting about to create places that make social interaction
possible and that break down the boundaries
between inside and outside. The responsibility
now falls to us to further develop a very ambitious and exciting section of the METRO Campus
site: plot A.

METRO PROPERTIES – WE MOVE 3/2021

METRO
CAMPUS:
PART A
OF THE
LARGER
WHOLE
View across the
Genuss Campus to
the METRO Lab

Genuss Campus
and market hall

It is now up to us to give shape to this forward-looking location. The Management Board of METRO
AG has tasked us with elaborating visionary ideas
for the METRO Campus of the future. The core mission of the cross-group team is the visionary and
future-oriented transformation of plot A, Bridge 1
and Bridge 2 into a modern and attractive METRO
Campus. This encompasses in particular the partial
alteration and the expansion or development of the
ground-floor spaces and the 1st floor of Bridge 2
along with the adjoining outdoor areas.
You’ll find further information about METRO
Campus at: www.metro-campus.de/en

BRIDGE 1

THIS IS OUR VISION ...
• Make METRO, its identity and strengths visible at
the Campus
• Create a lively, central, urban world of experience
for customers, METRO employees and neighbours
• Give shape to attractive surroundings for
restaurants and entrepreneurs

RETAIL

It’s about identity and community
The METRO Campus is the beating heart of the group. It
has always been a space of ideas, a space for visionary
thinking – however, one reserved exclusively for METRO
employees and customers, and detached from its urban
surroundings. That will soon change. The METRO Campus
is opening itself up to the city, the neighbourhood and to
the people who live and work in the area. It is to become
a part of a greater whole: a gateway to the future CampusQuartier, a place full of ideas and creative energy, new
worlds of living and working, and of #NEWGETHER.

BRIDGE 2
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... AND WHAT’S YOURS?
MARKET HALL

ORGANIC
FOODS

‘The METRO Campus will
include offerings for very
diverse target groups.’
Stefan Herbert, Head of Studio, Corporate Project Development

Our new METRO Campus is to be the site of a
sustainable combination of food service establishments, leisure offerings and living and working –
set between the city and nature.

MEDIA
MARKT

NEIGHBOURHOOD

LIVING +
WORKING

metro lab
The future Campus-Quartier offers a variety of
use possibilities in conjunction with working
and living, all grouped around an active Campus
plaza. The plaza is to become the functional
and urban design centrepiece of the new
Campus-Quartier – and thus an interface
between METRO’s headquarters and the new
buildings.

The METRO Campus offers space for those who
shape the future, think outside the box, seize
opportunities and try out new things.
Do you have ideas for the METRO Campus of the
future? Let us know! Your contact persons for the
project are Stefan Herbert and Annika Gründel.

View of the
market hall
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Insights for a
new working
world

The office of tomorrow
What do experts from the fields of trend scouting, human
resources, futurology, workspace design and interior design
have to say about our future workplaces? We listened and
compiled their responses to our questions.
Raphael Gielgen, Trend Scout, Future of Work at the Swiss
furniture design company Vitra, explains how we can maintain loyalty and a sense of belonging within a company even
when working remotely. To achieve this, he suggests the
creation of a new position, an ‘office director’ – someone who
enlivens everyday office life with, for example, artistic and
cultural experiences that strengthen the feeling of community
in the company.

This past year has challenged the concept of the office.
From one day to the next, company office buildings
were suddenly deserted, while families jostled at kitchen tables and clashed over access to digital devices.
The pandemic forced us to conduct an experiment in
working from home, and it produced a wealth of insights. The challenge now is to translate these into
models that combine the best of the different working
worlds.

Britta von Lackum, Specialist Workplace Development at
Vitra, sees in-person interactions as immensely important for
a company’s DNA.

‘The office remains important because the
physical collaboration among the staff has a
defining influence on corporate culture and
identification. And companies need to uphold
their culture if they are to succeed.’

A global development
Big DAX companies and small and medium-sized enterprises
in Germany and around the world are grappling with the
same questions: what conclusions can we draw from the long
phase of remote work? How can we work most effectively in
the future? How can we seize upon the advantages of working at the office and working remotely?

Britta von Lackum in VIVID magazine
1/2021, Back to the Office?

Working from home versus at the office?
The pandemic has irrevocably changed the way we work.
Tech giants like Twitter, Facebook and Google have already
announced plans to allow employees to work from home permanently. Even institutions like Deutsche Bank are planning
to have 40% of their employees work remotely in the future.
This transformation is in full swing everywhere and in all likelihood there will be no going back. But despite its many merits,
there are some disadvantages to this development. According to a recent study by the Fraunhofer Institute, 73% of
remote workers surveyed miss social interaction, 51% miss
collaborating directly with colleagues and 40% miss the clear
division between work and private life.

What does Be7 offer us?
Our Be7 office already features many of the things
that are expected in a state-of-the-art working environment adapted to people’s needs. And yet there
will be no ‘return to the desks’. This has nothing to
do with the controversy over office work versus flexwork. Rather, it is about recognising and embracing
a host of new opportunities and freedoms.
Ultimately, hybrid models are the ideal solution that
combines working from home with office-based
work. On the following pages, several of our METRO
PROPERTIES colleagues who reflect the entire spectrum explain what motivates them personally.

Routine tasks can be handled seamlessly from a remote location, but innovative and transformative processes are far
more difficult to pursue at a distance. Working in an office
provides an important spatial framework for essential collaboration and communication with colleagues. Indeed, executives of many companies are now emphasising the integrative
nature of a shared office environment.

73% 40%
of remote workers
miss social interaction

miss the clear division
between work and
private life

‘We believe that in-person collaboration is
essential to our culture and our future. If we take
a moment to reflect on our unbelievable product
launches this past year, the products and the
launch execution were built upon the base of
years of work that we did when we were all
together in-person.’
Deirdre O’Brien,
Senior Vice President of Retail + People, Apple

Image credits: Markus Döge, www.markusdoege.de
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MORE Podcast: Our New Ways of Working
Stefan Herbert, Head of Studio, is one of the minds
behind the new office concept that meets the many
demands of the by now well-established practice of
combining on-site and remote work. We talk with
him about how workplace design can shape corporate culture.

Scan here for the MORE podcast

The office of the future is a
‘we-space’, according to one
of the 7 key propositions in
a recent trend report on office
and working life. Work today
is carried out in teams and
projects. What counts is
teamwork and networking –
together these constitute the
core of a company’s performance.
Architekturschaufenster e. V. (ASF),
Räume der Arbeit II, 2019.

Creativity requires contact
The experiment in working from home has highlighted the
inherent strengths of flexible structures, but it has also revealed
their main weakness, namely the absence of social interaction.
Furthermore, a year of working remotely has shifted far more
attention to the functions of workspaces. Companies are now
called upon to offer an environment that is conducive to creativity, productivity, team performance and individual well-being.
In the future, we will have a working world with carefully
crafted workplace concepts that simultaneously provide sufficient space for collaboration and individual work, as well as
opportunities to gather spontaneously.
Laura Holzgrefe, interior designer and managing partner at
the Munich-based working-environment specialist congena,
has a clear vision for the office of the future. According to her
concept, workplaces will no longer be person-based, but rather task-based. This will require employees to move from one
place to another to perform various tasks. There will be quiet
areas, project zones, co-working spaces, think tanks, a coffee
lounge for informal networking, individual workstations that
can be booked by anyone and much more.
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INSIDE
METRO PROPERTIES –
HOW DO WE WANT
TO WORK?

‘I want to be
there in person
as often as I
can.’

Is this the ‘brave new world of office work’? Will the office become
the new Campus? Will there be directors responsible for creating shared experiences? Are we witnessing the end of the
open-plan office? We wanted to know! This section, which was
originally reserved for experts to present the latest topics in
their fields, is now open to our colleagues. Indeed, who better to
report on current office culture than those directly concerned?

Sina Kluge
Coordinator Region Europe
Which model did you choose?
I’ve chosen model 2. In my role as coordinator, it’s helpful and
often necessary to be physically present at the office more than
once a week. Most importantly, incoming post has to be handled
on a regular basis and the signature folders have to be swiftly
circulated. If I only make it to the office once a week, that day is
simply too short to get everything done. If I spread it over a
number of days, things are much more relaxed for me. You also
get to see your colleagues more often..

RenÉ Krampen
Energy Control
Which model did you choose?
My model calls for me to be in the office one day a week.
But I’m there more often these days because it’s so much fun
to be in the new office and meet colleagues in person again
after the lengthy lockdown.
What are the advantages?
The time saved on commuting. I live in Neuss and it takes me
45 minutes to travel each way, which can add up to quite a lot
of commuting every week. Another advantage is that I can
spend more time with my family and pitch in around the
house. I’m a family man, my son is 4 years old, and it’s really
practical to be here at home more often. I used to be out and
about all day and had little idea what was going on at home.
And the disadvantages?
Following the lengthy second lockdown, I now enjoy working
in the office much more than at home: interacting with colleagues and getting together with someone outside the regularly
scheduled meetings for a brief chat. Besides, it’s also nice to
get out of the house. For instance, I almost always cycle to
the office. Our wonderful new office is also a good reason to
come into work more often.
How is the teamwork going?eit?
All my colleagues have the same model as me. We have a
meeting on MS Teams every morning to bring us up to
speed: what happened yesterday, what’s lined up for today?
Working from home has been going smoothly for everyone,
but we’re all glad when we can get together at the office. It
makes our work even a bit more fun.

‘Our wonderful new
office is also a good
reason to come into
work more often.’

Portrait illustrations: Julian Rentzsch, www.julianrentzsch.de / image credits: Markus Döge, www.markusdoege.de
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What are the advantages?
Working from home gives me at least an extra hour every day
because I don’t have to commute to the office and back again. I
can now walk my children to the day care centre and school
more often in the mornings, without having to rush back and
frantically jump into the car to get to the office in time for my
first appointment. By working at home, I use the car much less
often and have become far more relaxed as a result. My daily
commute to work and back often started out with traffic jams on
the A 44. I hate to think how many hours I’ve spent there stuck
in traffic. Another advantage is that I can focus more effectively
on my work at home. And especially when my projections are
due again or I have other big jobs to complete, it’s nice not to be
interrupted, as is often the case at the office.

Jürgen Schwarze
CFO
Which model did you choose?
So far, I’ve been in the office for 2 to 3 days,
but now I’m going to switch to model 1 to be
there 4 days a week. One of the main reasons
I decided to switch models is our new workspace, which is very inspiring and appealing.
What are the advantages?
Personal contact with colleagues is important
to me, as is interacting with them. I also want
to maintain a presence at work and be available
for people. It’s during casual conversations in
the kitchen that you can find out what’s going
on behind the scenes and detect moods. Talking via a camera is simply no substitute for
gathering around a coffee machine. When
you happen to run into people, things are naturally more informal and you’re not just ticking off topics on an official check-list. That’s
when I sometimes hear things that might not
otherwise filter through to me. At home, people tend to overlook these ‘vibrations’ during
digital meetings, the body language doesn’t
come across well or can be easily misunderstood online. So, I want to be there in person
as often as I can. With model 1, I’ve now selected the working model that currently suits me
best.
How is the teamwork going?
Sharing our views on the models, their challenges and opportunities has been very fruitful, also thanks to the dedicated office culture
team, which is addressing these issues and
has made an important contribution.

And the disadvantages?
Now that my laptop is always at home, of course it’s right there
in plain sight. I also miss the regular personal interactions with
colleagues. We’re in contact almost every day, but there’s a big
difference between discussing things on MS Teams and spending our lunch break together.
How is the teamwork going?
The teamwork in my division is going really well. We discuss
things every 2 days at a fixed time and now also meet twice a
month with the entire team for a personal exchange and combine
this with eating lunch together. I can’t see any deterioration in
our communication at a work-related level.

‘For me, introducing
the flexwork models
hasbrought many
advantages.’
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THE CI TY CENT RE
IS DEAD. E
LONG LIVE TH
CITy cEN T RE!
The good news is that city centres have always been constantly
changing. They serve as the crossroads for widely diverse
activities, including commerce, housing, work, hospitality, culture
and tourism – and they attract a multitude of different people.
These dynamics have always driven urban development. But time
is running out. Now is the time to act to stop the decline of our
city centres and safeguard many livelihoods. Experts say that the
food service industry has a key role to play here.

Bakery & Café

City Bistro
Restaurateurs are optimistic about
the future
Not just consumers, but also food
service providers desire cultivated and
appealing surroundings. Restaurants
and cafés play a key role in enhancing
urban vitality and reducing vacancies.
Particularly for the young target group
up to 25 years of age, culinary offerings,
the atmosphere of the urban surroundings and social aspects are more
important than the shopping experience.
City centres are seen as multifunctional
locations for all ages – places characterised by an attractive and diverse mix of
activities.

Sustainable solutions must now be found for multiple challenges. How can bricks-and-mortar retailers compete with online
stores? What will happen to empty shops and office space?
How can we make city centres considerably more attractive
for visitors? The Association of German Cities recently published a position paper that illustrates how we can successfully
transform our city centres. Their proposal calls for cities to
receive annual subsidies of €500 million from the federal
government over a period of 5 years – flexibly and with as
little red tape as possible.
Helmut Dedy, Managing Director of the Association of
German Cities, says the time has come for creative concepts
and innovators: ‘Cities have to be capable of reinventing
themselves. We have a vision for the city centres of the
future. But to achieve this, we need to expand the municipal
scope for experimentation. There are no one-size-fits-all
solutions.’

books

A METRO study identifies restaurants as
a driving force
Experts say that today’s municipalities
are facing complex challenges. Many
are urging the establishment of dedicated city centre management offices,
where all relevant issues can be compiled and coordinated. There is no time
to waste, as confirmed by a comprehensive study conducted by METRO AG
and the retail research institute IFH
Köln in which citizens were surveyed to
gain a better understanding of the
current situation in our city centres.

‘The study shows
that vibrant city
centres cannot be
achieved without
restaurants.’
Ivonne Julitta Bollow,
Global Director Corporate Public Policy
METRO AG

Download the study
‘METRO Innenstadtinitiative’

Accordingly, there are many reasons for the industry to look
to the future with confidence, although success also largely
depends on the business location. Key factors include accessibility, the attractiveness of the surroundings and the size of
the commercial premises. However, acquiring a suitable location
remains a major hurdle for small proprietors. This process
frequently lacks transparency and the big food service chains
often have the inside track – especially given the extremely
high rents in prime locations. If the hospitality industry is to
make a significant contribution to transforming our city centres,
certain basic conditions must be assured.
#Innenstadtinitiative (City Centre Initiative)
Consumers agree that city centres are becoming less and less
attractive, providing less of an incentive to spend time there.
Most severely affected are medium-sized cities and smaller
large cities. It certainly comes as no surprise that, during the
Covid-19 years 2020 and 2021, people visited city centres far
less frequently and spent much less time there. However,
respondents appear not to have reverted to their old habits
yet, even after the easing of restrictions, and it is questionable
whether they will change their behaviour should the provided
offerings remain as they are currently.

Illustrations: www.istockphoto.com / Yuliia Kutsaieva
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For vibrant city centres!
• Affordable rents and transparency in the
allocation of commercial space
• Mobility infrastructure for guests and 		
accessibility for service providers
• An urban ambience of cleanliness, green spaces, vibrancy
and diversity
• Appointment of a municipal
commissioner for the hospitality industry
• Response to the shortage of skilled
workers as an existential issue for
the food service industry

Having quality restaurants in the city centre pays off, particularly when it comes to the important aspects of visits, services
and customer retention. Along with the retail trade and an
improved urban atmosphere, the food service industry is an
important factor in the attractiveness of the city centre.
‘Developing the city centre can no longer be approached with
a silo mentality,’ explains Steffen Braun, head of the Urban
Systems Engineering research unit at the Fraunhofer Institute
for Industrial Engineering IAO. ‘The various segments have to
be considered collectively in order to take advantage of
synergy effects.’

72% of respondents would like
to see a change in city centres.
The Fraunhofer IAO study ‘#ELASTICITY –
Experimental city centres and public spaces of
the future’ provides answers to the question of
how to develop city centres in the future.
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‘METRO will be
climate-neutral
by 2040.’
At 9.00 a.m. on a Friday, 2 men brimming with
energy are ready to be interviewed. In addition to
their enthusiasm and passion for their field, over
the next hour they will share a wealth of in-depth
and captivating knowledge. Right at the outset of
the interview, Olaf Schulze clearly lays out the
company’s ambitions: ‘At METRO PROPERTIES, we
are driving the process towards climate neutrality.’
This goes right to the crux of the matter.

Climate-neutral in 19 years
The bar has been set high: METRO AG
has adopted the ambitious goal of
being climate-neutral by 2040, largely
through its own efforts in its global
business operations. To this end, €1.5
billion will be invested in a series of
measures spurred by technology and
innovation.
Im Kern geht es dabei um:
→ Reducing energy consumption
→ Switching to natural refrigerants
in cooling systems
→ Phasing out fossil fuels for heat
→ Expanding the use of photovoltaic
systems
→ Electrifying the company car fleet
→ Building zero-emission stores for all
new construction

Strong growth in e-mobility
Electromobility gained momentum as
an option back in 2012 with the installation of the first charging station at the
Düsseldorf headquarters. Today, there
are around 100 stations on the METRO
Campus alone, 10 of which are for e-bikes.
Across Europe, there are plans to make
more than 1,000 charging stations
available by 2030. The company’s own
vehicle fleet is also increasingly going
electric: more than 30 electric delivery
vans of up to 7.5 tonnes and 300 electric company cars are already in use –
and demand is growing.

34.3%

Education and awareness
In addition to their focus on the major
factors in pursuing the fixed goal of
becoming a climate-neutral company,
the energy experts also work to raise
individuals’ consciousness of their own
possibilities. ‘We feel obligated to
inform and educate, for example via
United, to raise people’s awareness,’
explains Hoffmann. Schulze goes one
step further and says that he sees
awareness and the intrinsic motivation
for sustainability as a notion that
‘already exists in our heads.’

decline in METRO
emissions since 2011

A major lever: decarbonisation
One effective strategy for becoming a
climate-neutral company is, of course,
to reduce carbon emissions, as Olaf
Schulze and Jochen Hoffmann stress
during the interview. This is a clear area
of focus for them. To date, METRO has
already reduced its specific greenhouse
gas emissions by 34.3% compared to
the base year of 2011.
METRO’s first zero-emission wholesale
store is located in St Pölten, Austria,
and is entirely operated in a climateneutral manner. A total of 190 wholesale
stores in 18 countries rely on environmentally-friendly refrigeration systems
that save on maintenance and reduce
power consumption by over 20%. In
addition, 200,000 tonnes of carbon
emissions are avoided every year through

energy-saving LED lighting and
photovoltaic systems that provide an
inexpensive and reliable source of
energy. Hoffmann quotes the concrete
figure of 25 million kilowatt-hours,
prompting Schulze to remark with a wry
smile: ‘Other people may have Siri, I
have Jochen.’ Quite a compliment!

Getting employees on board is an
approach that can be seen in a number
of activities, including the METRO
PROPERTIES campaign during METRO
Hero Day to generate energy-saving
ideas. For every suggestion received, a
tree was donated for the reforestation
of a woodland area in the Harz mountains. When it comes to their ambitious
projects, Schulze and Hoffmann also
rely on the power of collective efforts
and agree that every individual can
make a difference.

Jochen Hoffmann, 46, was already fascinated by physics when
he was a schoolboy, and to this day, he still strives to understand exactly how things work and what makes the world go
round. He joined METRO in 2008 and moved to the Rhineland
in 2011. Born in the northern Bavarian region of Upper Franconia, he enjoys reading the relevant specialist literature in his
private time and, with his penchant for science fiction, he
keeps his eye on the technology of the future – at least in the
world of film. At night, he enjoys stargazing with his telescope.

‘We feel obligated to inform
and educate.’
Jochen Hoffmann,
Head of Energy Performance

300 elektrische
Dienstwagen sind gerade für
METRO unterwegs!

Great article in MPULSE
on the subject:
Zero emissions –
is it possible?

‘It’s inherent in the DNA
of METRO PROPERTIES.’
Olaf Schulze,
Director Energy Management &
Real Estate Sustainability

Around 1,000 charging stations
will be made available across Europe
by 2030.

6,000 trees!
A lover of the great outdoors

Consulting the stars ...

300

1,000

Schulze has been head of Energy
Management for over 15 years. During
this time, he has launched a wide range
of initiatives in the area of sustainability.
METRO was among the first signatories
of the EU Code of Conduct on Responsible Business and Marketing Practices.
With this voluntary commitment,
METRO aims to contribute to a forwardlooking and ecological transition in the
food industry.

Portrait illustrations: Julian Rentzsch, www.julianrentzsch.de
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Olaf Schulze, who originally hails from the eastern German
state of Thuringia, also manages to save energy in his private
life. For instance, he takes outdoor showers from Easter
through to October. This father of 4 likes to recharge his own
batteries in the great outdoors – on his bike or in his boat.
And if he has enough time and energy left over, he also writes
articles on climate protection and energy management for
publications in his field. Last but not least, as a Goethe
aficionado, he is well versed in German cultural history.

In an area of 10,000 square metres on
Mount Wurmberg in the Harz mountains,
METRO planted a total of 6,000 trees, all
of them native species – 3,000 alone in
late October. METRO PROPERTIES
contributed 25 trees that represent
energy-saving ideas. METRO supports the
non-profit work of Bergwaldprojekt e. V.
for the protection and preservation of
forest ecosystems.

More information on
the Bergwaldprojekt in
the Harz mountains
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TINY HOUSES:
CAN THESE SMALL
HOUSING UNITS
SOLVE BIG
PROBLEMS?
The tiny house movement
began in the USA in the 1990s
and has gained enormous
popularity over the past decade. Japan is another country
that is regarded as a pioneer in
small housing units. In view of
the scarcity of living space, this
movement has developed more
out of a sense of pragmatism
and necessity than in response
to lifestyle considerations.
Indeed, urbanisation and a lack
of space play a key role in the
development and acceptance
of these concepts.

New approaches to living
And yet the time seems ripe for a
change in how we live. The Millennial
generation does not purely aspire to
consume and acquire status symbols.
They are yearning for experiences
rather than for material objects – with
a focus on people rather than on
possessions. These notions are taking
root primarily in the urban environment, with its digital nomads and
minimalists, and engendering a
mindset that has a ripple effect on all
areas of life.

Sometimes, it takes the right zeitgeist
and circumstances for a trend to catch
on. Now Tchibo and IKEA, 2 well-known
companies, are driving large-scale
sales of micro houses. With its 17square-metre house on wheels, specially designed for the American market,
the Swedish furniture giant aims to
show the world that sustainable living
is possible, even on a small budget.

Temporary and small dwellings appear
to fit well with modern lifestyles. These
days, people are quicker to move to
new surroundings when their needs
and living conditions change, and this
has made flexible urban accommodation more attractive, especially for
students, singles and commuters. Not
surprisingly, the ideas and innovations
of the tiny house movement resonate
with many people. Furthermore, tiny
houses are currently demonstrating
great potential when it comes to creating attractive living space that is
readily available. Many people in
Germany’s Ahr Valley, which was devastated by recent flooding, will take
advantage of this option in the
coming months.

Every square metre counts
But this is precisely where expert
opinions diverge: can these compact
dwellings really help meet the demand
for affordable and climate-friendly
housing? Proponents of this condensed form of housing are primarily interested in living a minimalist existence.
They see downsizing their lifestyle as
an appropriate response to the
ever-rising costs of living in today’s
big cities. According to the German
Environment Agency, the average
German has 47 square metres of living
space, compared to 35 square metres
in 1991.
But the growing demand for more
space has troubling consequences.
Housing is becoming more difficult to
find and more expensive. To make
matters worse, large flats consume
considerable amounts of energy and
resources. So making do with fewer
square metres per person reduces the
burden on the environment and brings
significant financial relief. But according to Regina Schleyer, chairwoman
of the German association Tiny House
Verband, ‘this reduction should really
be a philosophy of life’. Tiny houses
are hardly suited for several people, and
occupants have to be willing to compromise on comfort. After all, cooking,
sleeping and all other at-home activities take place in just a few square
metres of space.

Image credits: www.liveklein.com
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Are tiny houses a viable response to
changing lifestyles and the lack of
space in urban environments? With
Germany’s strict building codes, they
are certainly not an easy option. To
permanently establish a tiny house at
a given site, it has to meet the same
regulatory requirements as any other
residential building – and be connected to the sewage system and the
power grid. What’s more, land for development is limited and costly, creating an additional hurdle for tiny
house owners. And if you opt for a
mobile tiny house on wheels, you
must observe road traffic regulations,
which stipulate a maximum weight of
3.5 tonnes and specific size limitations.

Berlin leads the way
A number of tiny housing projects for
permanent residency have already been
completed in Germany, and many more
are in the planning stages. Berlin is
playing a leading role in the area of
micro living. 4 fifths of the city’s households already consist of just 1 or 2
people, and around 1 million people in
the city live alone. Space is limited, and
experimental – yet sensible – ideas to
enhance urban density are highly
welcome. For instance, the start-up
Cabin Spacey is looking to locate its
25-square-metre micro houses on the
capital’s numerous vacant flat roofs.

At liveklein, renowned
architects from
Copenhagen have
embraced the tiny house
trend and are pushing
the boundaries of
standardised living.

Can tiny houses combat climate
change? Yes and no.
From an ecological standpoint, there are
obvious advantages to micro houses.
They require relatively few building
materials. Renewable raw materials for
insulation as well as energy selfsufficiency can further reduce their
carbon footprint. However, the amount
of living space relative to the outer shell
is problematic. This means that they
quickly cool down in winter – and heat
up fast at higher temperatures. Some
models on the market have also been
criticised for using non-eco-friendly
building materials. So these small modular
houses are not the most practical solution in every respect, but they can serve
as a catalyst for optimised use of limited
space – and as a role model for affordable
housing. At any rate, they are fuelling a
general debate about how we can live
with less space in the future.

Rethinking how we live together
The Berlin collective Tinyhouse University (TinyU), founded
in 2016, deals not so much with building regulations as with
the social and philosophical aspects of micro living.
At the initiative of architect and visionary Van Bo Le-Mentzel, home-made tiny houses were erected on the Bauhaus
campus under the slogan ‘Study. Build. Research.’ The goal
is to put new housing concepts forward for discussion and
explore new forms of fair coexistence.
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You’re in
the driver’s
seat

Do you have any questions about
MPower?
At METRO PROPERTIES, Kirsten Doublet,
Barbara Fitsch and Julia van den Heijkant keep
tabs on all the issues. Feel free to contact them
directly.

Since April of this year, MPower has allowed us to consolidate all our
HR processes under one umbrella – with a tool that makes our performance, learning and development clear and transparent. This is
an ideal opportunity for us all to obtain answers to our questions
through an open and constructive culture of learning and feedback:
where am I? What is my potential? Where do I want to go? What will
I need to achieve this? Thanks to MPower, we maintain control over
the various facets of our development process and can effectively
manage them.
‘With MPower, the talent and performance management processes for all
METRO employees worldwide have
been merged into a standardised system
for the first time and combined with
learning offerings,’ explains Barbara
Fitsch, HR Business Partner METRO
PROPERTIES. ‘The basis for assessing
the performance and development potential is provided in large part by the
Guiding Principles, which constitute a
common framework for all colleagues –
and thanks to these clear criteria, everyone knows where the focus is and what
is expected.’
Performance and potential
MPower’s strength lies in its ability to
link various areas with each other. The
tool takes a new, comprehensive approach to performance and talent
management, with a focus on targeted
learning opportunities for each and every individual. This is a new mindset that
empowers us all in an ongoing, valuable

exchange about performance, development and learning. Fitsch adds: ‘MPower
paves the way for continuous dialogue
between managers and employees,
greater transparency and a strong feedback culture. Thanks to MPower, it will
also be possible to identify and foster
internal talent more quickly in the future.’
Openness and transparency
The open learning culture plays an important role in this, and the biannual
feedback meetings are complemented
by additional opportunities for regular
exchange. Everyone has the chance to
give and receive feedback through
MPower. This allows for a broad spectrum of diverse and meaningful perspectives and a sound basis for every
personal development process. MPower
sheds light on our full potential throughout the organisation. In addition, it is
very user-friendly and can be accessed
round the clock on both work and private
computers and mobile devices.

‘MPower is more than just a technical
platform. MPower helps us create
and live a new culture of consistent,
transparent dialogue on performance,
development and learning that
transcends company and international
boundaries.’
Andrea Euenheim,
Chief Human Resources Officer METRO AG

You can find out
more about
MPower on
United.
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Windrath Valley is a lush natural landscape in the
rolling hills of the Bergisches Land region and an
ideal area for hiking. A circular hiking trail makes
it easy to visit 6 organic farms: Hof Vorberg, Hof
Judt, Örk-Hof, Hof im Sondern, Schepershof and
Hof zur Hellen. We especially recommend stopping
by the beautiful farm café in Hof zur Hellen.

Why not?! Find out what it’s like to live
with relatively little space. Pier 9 is the
first tiny house hotel in North RhineWestphalia. Located in Hamm, this
intriguing complex, which opened its
doors in early 2021, is nestled in a green
oasis between Nordringpark and the
banks of the Datteln-Hamm Canal.

www.biohoefe-windrathertal.de

A winter home for the
hedgehog
Gardens are essential habitats
for these prickly animals. Their
ideal winter home is a pile of
dead wood, brushwood and
leaves. The hedgehog house
described at www.nabu.de is a
bit more sophisticated.

Can you identify
these animal tracks?
Become a nature detective and
figure out whether you are
following a marten, a hare, a
polecat, a deer or another
member of the animal kingdom.
Identification apps are available
in the App Store and
Google Play Store.

AUTUMN
ADVENTURES

November doesn’t deserve its drab
and dreary reputation. It’s a month that
seems to be caught in limbo, coming
after the golden days of October,
yet before the festive Advent season.
We recommend this as a time to get
out and enjoy the great outdoors.
How about hiking from one organic
farm to another, perhaps with an
alpaca at your side? Or trying out
tiny house living during a free
weekend? Fortunately, there’s not
much going on this time of year.
Everyone is sitting inside and
moping about!

First, the bad news: this is the last issue of
WE MOVE magazine for this year. We hope
that this edition will make the dark and cold
months ahead a little brighter, more exciting
and informative for you.

www.pier9-hotel.de

The good news is that we will be back: with new
topics, projects and answers to questions that
move and concern each and every one of us.
Goodbye for now – see you
next year

Reading brings
people together!

Y O U R T H E LWTEE AMMO V E
EDITORIA

Come join in the fun of
Germany’s National Reading
Day on 19 November 2021.
This year’s motto, ‘Friendship
and Solidarity’, offers ample
opportunities for great stories
about unusual, wild and
courageous tales – for young
and old alike, both analogue
and digital, at the main event
or in a small, cosy setting.
www.vorlesetag.de

LEGAL INFORMATION

Walking with
the alpacas
Die Saar Alpaka Farm bietet kleine
Wanderungen, Tagestouren, Firmenevents
oder naturpädagogische Angebote mit den
südamerikanischen Kamelen. In der Alpakaund Lamazuchtfarm lassen sich Ruhe, Natur
und das sanftmütige Wesen der Tiere hautnah erleben.
www.saar-alpaka.de
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HEADING INTO THE
YEAR-END SPURT!

Autumn getaway
in a tiny house?

The valley beckons

VERSATILE AND SCRUMPTIOUS

Publisher:
METRO PROPERTIES GmbH & Co. KG
Metro-Straße 2
40235 Düsseldorf, Germany

us with autumn, just as
Pumpkins are synonymo
sign of summer. Here
strawberries are a sure
ential with this spicy and
pumpkins prove their pot
aromatic beverage.
Pumpkin-spice syrup
1 cup water
1 cup sugar
1 cup maple syrup
n puree (approx. 300 g)
2 cups Hokkaido pumpki
2 tbsp pumpkin spice
l and stir thoroughly.
Bring everything to a boi
syrup will keep for 2–3
Pour into a clean jar. The
weeks in a refrigerator.
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Disclaimer:
METRO PROPERTIES makes every reasonable effort
to provide correct and complete information in this
magazine and to not infringe third-party trademark
rights. METRO PROPERTIES cannot accept any
liability or vouch for providing information that is up
to date, correct and complete in this magazine.

Print
If you would like to receive the
WE MOVE magazine as a print
publication, please send an e-mail to:
wemove@metro-properties.de

In particular, users are not granted rights of any kind
to company names and other industrial property
rights held by METRO PROPERTIES or its associated
companies without the express permission of
METRO PROPERTIES. The reproduction or use of
graphics or text created by METRO PROPERTIES is
not allowed without the express permission of
METRO PROPERTIES. METRO PROPERTIES remains
the holder of the copyright to such content.

Digital
You will find the digital version of the
WE MOVE magazine here:
www.metro-properties.de/en

Any use of the industrial property rights held by
METRO PROPERTIES for which approval has not
been granted or which abuses the owner’s rights
represents a violation of proprietary rights and/or an
infringement of fair competition.
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YOU’LL FIND EVEN
MORE INSPIRING
TOPICS ON UNITED ...

… AND ADDITIONAL
ARTICLES, PICTURES
AND VIDEOS AT
WWW.MPULSE.DE/EN

